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Aesthetic dermatology: Understanding melanogenesis: The foundation to optimize treatments for hyperpigmentation

Statement of the Problem: Millions of patients worldwide are seeking treatment for hyperpigmentation. Many of these patients, however, are not satisfied with the degree of improvement from the treatment they received. Hyperpigmentation may result from various underlying causes which can include acne, inflammation, underlying medical conditions amongst others. One of the most common forms of hyperpigmentation encountered by the practicing dermatologist is melasma. In order to treat any clinical disorder of hyperpigmentation successfully, one must understand melanogenesis or the process of melanin synthesis. By understanding the melanogenesis pathway, the clinician will be better equipped to provide optimum therapeutic options to enhance clinical results. Skin whitening may be much better achieved with greater success by comprehending the melanogenesis pathway and therapeutic interventions done at various points in this very complex pathway. The use of the most commonly utilized ingredients in skin whitening will be discussed such as glutathione, vitamin C, retinoids, hydroquinone and others.
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